PMC’s vast knowledge of acoustic engineering gained from developing the world’s leading professional loudspeakers has been distilled into the fact® range. Only this level of understanding of the creative process, room acoustics and supreme engineering make this possible.

Whether mounted on a bookshelf or on its dedicated performance enhancing stand, the fact®3 will confidently express every nuance, bringing you within a hairs breath of the original recording. Its beautifully slender compact cabinet houses PMC’s ATL™ (Advanced Transmission Line) that takes its design cues from the world beating IB range that features throughout the highly critical professional world. Combining this style of ATL™ (with the ultra high resolution fact® tweeter and twin fact® bass drivers creates dramatic scale and deep rich textured bass that no other compact design can achieve.

The fact®3 is easy to drive allowing you an unparalleled choice of quality amplification and with its audiophile switching, it guarantees the perfect sound balance in any room with any source combination.
Specifications

Freq response: 35Hz – 30kHz
Sensitivity: 89dB 1w 1m
Effective ATL™ (Advanced Transmission Line Length): 1.7m 5.6ft
Impedance: 8 Ohms
Drive Units:
  - LF 2 x fact® 140mm/5 ½” precision drivers
  - HF 1 x fact® 19mm high-res SONOMEX™
    soft dome ferro-fluid cooled
Crossover Freq: 1.7 kHz
Input connectors:
  - 2 pairs 4mm PMC Ag terminals
    (Bi-wire or Bi-amp)
Dimensions:
  - H: 535mm - 21.0”
  - W: 155mm - 6.1”
  - D: 300mm - 11.8” + 10mm Grille
    + 23mm Ag terminal
Weight: 9.5 kg 20.9lbs

Textured fabric meets exotic veneers. Hidden magnets fasten the grille, further enhancing the seamless appearance.

With absolute transparency of audio in mind the Ag pure silver coated binding post is the solution.

Audiophile grade switches provide fine-tuning, ensuring the perfect sound balance in any room, and with any source combination.

The trade marks FACT and fact® are trade marks, and in the United Kingdom, registered trade marks, of The Professional Monitor Company Limited.
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